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several residents from the local community attended last 
month’s meeting of the California Coastal Commission in 
Fort Bragg to encourage the Commission to move forward 
on a pending proposal to build a retaining wall system 
along the Gualala Bluff trail. 

the proposal by property owner John Bower to install a 
Geoweb wall system for a distance of 285 feet along the 
bluff face behind surf super has been on hold since 2008, 
when the Coastal Commission determined that a staff 
“de novo” evaluation would be needed before the project 
could come to the Commission for review. the proposed 
installation of the Geoweb system has caused concerns 
because it would require the removal of much of the native 
vegetation that has been planted and maintained by RCLC 
volunteers along the bluff face and the trail.

Mary sue Ittner, Gualala Bluff trail volunteer Coordinator, 
made a short presentation during time set aside for public 
expression at the Commission meeting about the current 
status and appearance of the Gualala Bluff trail, the 
amount of effort taken by volunteers during the past several 

years to establish and maintain the native plants along the 
trail, and the effect that the proposed Geoweb installation 
would have on the plantings both on the trail and along the 
bluff face.

the review on the proposed wall system 
had been delayed in part because 
of concerns raised about possible 
contamination from the underground gas 
station tanks removed from the landowner’s 
property.  the case was closed in 2017after 
an investigation by the north Coast 
Regional water Quality Control Board 
found no contamination at the site.

after the Fort Bragg meeting presentation, 
the Commission staff indicated that the 
review of the proposal could proceed since 
the contamination issue had been resolved. 
RCLC was encouraged by these comments 
and has submitted a follow-up letter to the 
Commission to urge that the  “de novo” 
evaluation and hearing be conducted as 
soon as possible so that this long-standing 
issue can be resolved.

Native plants and boulders placed by RCLC volunteers along the Gualala 
Bluff Trail.                            Photo by Bob Rutemoeller

GUALALA BLUFF TRAIL PRESENTATION AT 
COASTAL COMMISSION MEETING 

The Geoweb system proposed for the bluff face would remove vegetation planted and maintained by 
RCLC volunteers along the Gualala Bluff Trail behind the Surf Super.              Photo by Mary Sue Ittner
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We envision a 
protected and  

restored Mendonoma 
coast conserved for 
public enjoyment 

and appreciation of  
its natural beauty, 
abundant diversity 

of  wildlife, and rich 
cultural history.

at the California Coastal Commission’s 
september 2018 meeting in Fort Bragg, 
Redwood Coast Land Conservancy was 
recognized as a valued public access partner 
of the Commission and was presented with a 
framed document in recognition of RCLC’s 
“outstanding work protecting and providing 
coastal access” since 1994.

Linda Locklin, the Commission’s Coastal 
access Manager, stated that the plaque was the 
first such recognition given to a group who has 
worked with the Commission as a partner on 
public access projects.

the state Coastal Conservancy has provided 
major funding for the Gualala Bluff trail, 
Cooks Beach and Hearn Gulch public access 
sites.

Plaque presented to RCLC

RCLC Recognized By Coastal 
Commission

Mill Bend Prospects

Mill Bend, a place of rich biodiversity and striking beauty, where the Gualala River takes a sweeping turn as it 
heads out to sea.                         Photo by Laurie Mueller

RCLC continues to work with other 
environmental organizations, foundations 
and state agencies to explore funding 
opportunities for the acquisition of Mill 
Bend, and is hopeful that a way can be 

found to protect the scenic beauty and 
valuable habitat of the Gualala River 
estuary and forever preserve the Mill 
Bend properties for community use and 
enjoyment.

RCLC was founded by a dedicated 
group of volunteers who had a vision of 
preserving our natural environment and 
providing public access to our beautiful 
coast. over the years, RCLC volunteers 
have worked steadily toward those goals 
and have succeeded in conserving valuable 

habitat and scenic vistas for public 
enjoyment. with the help of community 
donations, volunteers continue to maintain 
and improve these sites which have 
become favorite destinations for our local 
community. Please consider making a 
contribution to RCLC.

President’s Corner



RCLC volunteers monitor the Gualala Bluff trail two times 
a week, picking up trash, noting any problems, and talking 
to visitors on the trail. once a year a monitoring report 
summary is sent to the California Coastal Commission, the 
state Coastal Conservancy, and Mendocino County. 

the monitors do an outstanding job in documenting what is 
happening on the trail. Besides the reports of cigarette butts, 
dog poop,and the trash around the surf Market, especially 
on windy days, there are also many positives in their reports. 

sometimes monitors include photos of problem areas or just 
beautiful views they see while monitoring. Here are a few 
comments from this year:

Current Monitors: trudy armer, adrian adams, Ken and 
Marian Brown, John and Lynn walton, John and Jackie 
Peterson, Chris Howard, Joan Jordan, Ginger thompson-
veys, susan Moore, Carol and steve Chell, darlene and 
Jim Gorman, Ron and april dammann, Harmony susalla, 
Gary Beall and sharon Monroe, wendell and Joanne Corey, 
Martin steinpress, Kathie anderson, Mary sue Ittner, and 
Bob Rutemoeller. 

Keeping Up With The Weeds

Unfortunately there are a lot of weeds along the trail and 
although we pay people to help us (mow, weed whack, 
distribute gravel, take weeds to the transfer station, etc.), 
many volunteer hours go into weeding as well. we have been 
fortunate to have had paid help from Ruben villagomez for 
a number of years and wish him well as he moves on to a full 
time job working for the sea Ranch. 

Weed Volunteers: Gary Beall, Maurie veys, susan Moore, 
Harmony susalla, P.d. serratoni, dona doughtery, Mary 
sue Ittner, Bob Rutemoeller, sharon Monroe, donna 
doughtery, Laura Cover, Katrina van walterop, willem 
Ijams, and Helena Ijams.

Bluff trail volunteer extraordinaire, Bob Rutemoeller, does 
all the watering. we appreciate that surf Market and the 
Breakers Inn supply the water.

We can always use more bluff volunteers. If you are 
interested please contact Mary Sue Ittner at 
msittner@mcn.org or 884-4824. 

Maurie Veys and Bob Rutemoeller remove weeds along the bluff edge.  
                   Photo by Mary Sue Ittner

“Gorgeous day with gorgeous views; 

“no people but lots of birds in the estuary and in the air in-
cluding sea gulls, a cormorant and brown pelicans;  

”the wild flowers, grasses looked so beautiful; 
so neat to see the Gualala River before, and then after the big 
Friday rain event flowing like gangbusters with harbor seals 
having tons of fun.” 

“We saw no one else on the trail while we were there. We did 
see a beautiful fox down by the river, seals and whales. It was 
a fun time.” 

“Friday was sunny and a perfect day to enjoy the bluff trail. 
I saw 8 adults, 1 child and one dog enjoying the trail. The 
Bald Eagle flew by when I was on Bluff 2.” 

Bluff  Trail Volunteers
By Mary Sue Ittner

Gualala Bluff Trail Volunteer Coordinator

Once a year on the 4th of July interested current and past bluff volunteers walk on the trail and lunch together afterwards.   
                    Photo by Bob Rutemoeller



Replacing bollards that keep the trail separate from Surf Super’s 
parking lot has become an important part of maintaining the Gualala 
Bluff trail.  Twice during this past year RCLC has put in new bollards 
to replace ones that had been damaged.  Photo by Bob Rutemoeller

Bill Wiemeyer and Bob Rutemoeller replace a damaged bollard.
      Photo by Mary Sue Ittner

Gualala Bluff Trail Bollards Replaced

RCLC Board members Bruce Jones, Joel Chaban and Bob Rutemoeller install 
new bench in memory of long-time RCLC volunteer Bill Davy at the north 
end of the Gualala Bluff Trail.    Photo by Gary Beall.

Gualala Bluff Trail Bench Installed
Making and keeping our public access projects safe 
and attractive is an ongoing project for our RCLC 
volunteers. this past year we have installed two new 
benches to provide opportunities to quietly reflect 
on the beauty that surrounds us. we have also had to 
deal with hazards such as log jams and with nuisances 
such as doggie detritus along the trails and beaches 
we monitor. we want to thank our dedicated RCLC 
volunteers for the work they are doing to maintain and 
improve our public access sites for our community to 
enjoy.

as Cooks Beach becomes an increasingly popular destination, 
unfortunately a thoughtless few have created problems with 

illegal campfires, leaving 
rubbish and dog droppings, 
vandalism, and other 
behavior that lessens the 
enjoyment of the beach 
for others, prompting the 
posting of this sign.

RCLC is 
looking for some 
volunteers to help 

monitor Cooks 
Beach and alert us 
about problems. If 
you’d like to help, 

please contact us at 
rclc@rclc.org.

Maintaining Our Public Access Sites



stormy seas often deposit driftwood on Cooks Beach. this 
summer RCLC volunteers Joel Chaban and Brent Klopfer 
tackled the log jam at the bottom of the stairs and cleared a 
pathway to the beach.

Log Jam Cleared on Cooks Beach

Cooks Beach

View of Cooks Beach from the top of the bluff.              Photo by Irene Leidner

A jumble of logs washed up after a rainstorm prevents easy access to the beach. 
           Photo by Joel Chaban

A space is cleared between the logs      Photos by Joel Chaban

Cooks Beach Bench

volunteers have installed a new bench at Cooks 
Beach overlook in memory of Ray van de water, who 
worked many years to make RCLC’s Cooks Beach 
public access project a reality, and his wife Florence, 
who shared his love of this beautiful spot.

Young volunteer Orion practices his new bench-leveling skills 
learned from his parents Susan Moon and Adam Brown.
           Photo by Bob Rutemoeller

Joel Chaban, Susan Moon,Orion and Adam Brown take a break 
after installing the new bench.         Photo by Bob Rutemoeller



RCLC wishes to thank the following people and organizations for their contributions:

Gifts from July 2016 to September 2018

Gary abel & Richard winn
Beatrice acosta
nancy alumbaugh
George and Kathie anderson
Karl anderson
ward & Betsy anderson
arkin tilt architects
Laura Baker
tim Balambao & Joan Hoffman 
                       / electronic service
Richard & Marilynn Balch
Joanna Barnes
susan Bennell
Robert & Judith Biehler
Max Bollock
Janice Bonora
Iris Borg
Charles “Chip” Bouril
elizabeth Bradford
ann Branston
Craig Brestrup & Lynn Cuny
david & suzanne Brown
John & Rhonda Brown
Ken & Marian Brown
steve & Gayle Brugler
Jill Butler
California Coastal Conservancy 
Carolyn Case
Joel Chaban 
Lloyd & Kathleen Chasey
steve & Carol Chell
Brad & Linda Clayton
Bill Clement  & dayle Farina
Robert & Phyllis Clement
tom Cochrane
Frances K Conley
Jim Corbett 
Robert Cormack
Bette & Marty Covington
allen & Camille Cox
Cathleen Crosby / Coasting Home
Leslie & eric dahlhoff
annette daroczi
william & Patricia denevan
susan & Roger dent
Richard & Katherine dimaio
Janis dolphin
david & Kristine donadio
doug donmon & dan wright
       /dimensions 4 engineering
Jay & Patsy doty
Jeffrey duckham, M.d. 
wendy engler
nicholas & nancy epanchin
John & Mary sue erickson
Jane w evans
Carla Fagan
Jay Faulkner
Jim Finn
Gareth Fong
doug Forsell
Kathleen Fusek

Carole & Jesus Garcia
Jackie Gardener
denny Gold
Barbara Gomes
Philip & ann Graf
George & Pat Haas
doug Hammerstrom & diane Harris
Pete & Harriet Hanuaer
Gabrielle Harbert
Frank & Loretta Healy
Mary Heibel
Chuck Henderson
anne Hendricks
diane & Bryant Hichwa
Hans & wendy Hofstetter
william Hoke
Mary & dard Hunter
IBM Int’l Foundation
Mary Inouye
Bob & Linda Ittner
Mary sue Ittner & Bob Rutemoeller
Ray & Colleen Jackman
Jeanne & Richard Jackson
Lisa Joakimides
Bruce & sharon Jones
Jim & Joan Jordan
don & Francoise Kemp
Cindy Kennedy / Kennedy & assoc.
Linda Kennedy & andy Lang
Robert C Kirkwood
Richard & Judy Knarr
Mirka Knaster art
Christine & Michael Kreyling
Irene Leidner
Jack & Paige Likins
alex & anne Long
Iris Lorenz-Fife
James Lotter / serenisea
Marcia Lotter
Kenneth Louden & Margreth Barrett
Jerry & Carol Lucey
andrea Lunsford
alyssa Lutz & Mark thomas
Lois & Harry Lutz
Pamela MacLean
Harold Mann & Kathy Kretchmer
Kay Martin
drew McCalley & Marilyn Green
Janet & Fred Mcelroy
Mitch McFarland
John McGehee
Jerry & Barbara Meral
diane Meyer
James Mitchell
Bobbie Moon
susan Moon
Laurie & Leigh Mueller
Kathleen nangle
Gary & Marta nauslar
yvonne novak & aaron wendling
Jim & Marcia nybakken
Jack o’Rourke

david & evelyn osteraas
Miriam & Buzz owen
douglas & elke Paul
John & Jackie Petersen
don & Brenda Phillips
Janet B Pierucci & James “adrian adams”
Chris Poehlmann
dot Porter
Richard & shirley Priest
Richard Ragaini
Peter Reimuller & Leslie Lundborg
Bruce & nancy Reitz
Mark Renneker M.d.
david & Barbara Rice
John Rickards & Cynthia schreiner
Massomeh Roberts
Monroe Robinson & Kathyrn schubeck
donald & Mary Rozenberg
Ken & elsie salva
susan & Jon sandoval
dorothy scherer
Robert schwein & vicki talbot
sandy scott
Jane seck & Jim orenberg
susan & Larry seymour
Julia sherwin & Michael Haddad
Ken & Marybeth shockey
Richard shoemaker
Peter & Mary Kay sidell
doug & Jane simmonds
sara & Bill snyder
Martin & Rene steinpress
Janet & Lynn stevenson
Margaret stover
James & Bridgit strachan
Jim & Mary suhr
Harmony & sus susalla
Margo tarver
Judy taylor & Marvis Forst
Roberta tewes
Beverley & Malay thaker
Beverley thompson
thursday Ramblers
Karen tracy
Richard and nancy trissel
Francesca tyrnauer
Richard & Roberta van de water
amy & Bob van syoc
Chris & John wall
Mary s wall
John & Lynn walton
Richard warmer & Ginny Rubin
elisabeth watson & nigel Blair-Johns
Michelle welch
tom white
Bill & sandy wiemeyer
Harm wilkinson & debra sue Kessler
susan wolbarst & dave shpak 
Clay & Laura yale
Jed yarrow Ivy
theresa & Pasteur yuen



In Memory of

Ted Adshade
susan & Larry seymour

Alpha Gillett Bechtel
Philip & ann Graf

Richard J Borg
Iris Borg

Alice & Lucien Bray
don & Francoise Kemp

John D “Rick” Burmester
Philip & ann Graf

Ann Cormack
Lois & Harry Lutz

Bill Crooks
donald & Mary Rozenberg

Phil Crosby
Cathleen Crosby / Coasting Home

Bill Davy
tim Balambao & Joan Hoffman
                     / electronic service

Bob Rutemoeller & Mary sue Ittner
Jeanne & Richard Jackson

Irene Leidner
Harmony & sus susalla

Karen tracy

Sir Edmund Hillary
Gareth Fong

Keith Jacobsen
Karl anderson

Donald Kauk
andrea Lundsford

Lee Kosso
Massomeh Roberts

Elizabeth Langdon
diane Meyer

Anne Little
Jeanne & Richard Jackson

Patty Mattson
alex & anne Long

Ele & Donald McDonald
Carol & Jerry Lucey

Albert L Porter
dorothy Porter

Leslie Scalapino
tom white

Marlene Stewart
Barbara Gomes

Ray & Florence Van de Water
Ken & Marian Brown

Richard & Roberta van de water
Margo tarver

In Honor of

All Dog Owners Who Pick Up 
After Their Pooches
Harmony & sus susalla

Linda Bell
elisabeth watson & nigel Blair-Johns

Gualala Bluff Trail Volunteers & 
Ruben Villagomez

Mary sue Ittner & Bob Rutemoeller

Abbey Horn
Harm wilkinson & debra sue Kessler

Ijams Twins
anne Hendricks

Kathie & Marilyn, The Great 
Litter Pickup & Recycling Duo

Mary sue Ittner

Mary Sue & Bob
Harmony & sus susalla

Jay Faulkner
Bob & Linda Ittner

Mary Sue Ittner
denny Gold

theresa & Pasteur yuen

Peter & Patty Mattson
Bette & Marty Covington

E Blanche Moon
susan Moon

Susan Moon & Orion & 
Adam Brown

John & Rhonda Brown

Jane & Wayne Novak
yvonne novak & aaron weindling 

Harmony & Sus Susalla
Mary sue Ittner & Bob Rutemoeller

Memorial and
Commemorative Gifts

Gifts to RCLC in memory of friends, family members and colleagues or to honor significant events in people’s lives 
provide a wonderful legacy for those who wish to preserve the beauty of our natural environment

Every little bit adds up    
By Mary sue Ittner

In 2003, when the thursday Ramblers hiking group was 
picking up garbage on a road hike, they decided to turn in the 
bottles and cans with redemption value and give the money 
to RCLC for Gualala Bluff trail maintenance. the total from 
the first year was $67. over the years others have joined the 
effort and have turned in their bottles or recycling money. the 
Physical Gym and the Four-eyed Frog began contributing to 
the effort and this year twofish Baking Company did as well. 

the dynamic duo of Marilyn alderson and Kathie anderson 
pick up along Highway one and old stage Road and turn 
over bags sorted for recycling. they also encourage businesses 
to contribute to the effort. the most ever raised was $412 in 
2016, but I expect this year we will top that. the total amount 
raised through 2017 was $3510.27, so it all adds up and helps 
pay for replacement plants, bollards, gravel, and hiring help for 
trail maintenance. RCLC is grateful for all the contributions. 
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Like us on Facebook!  

C

Please share your 
email address with us!

we won’t share it with others – this 
will update our internal database for 
communications with yoU.

as an environmental organization, we 
want to reduce direct mail and paper 
waste as much as possible.  we will 
continue to mail our newsletter and other 
information once or twice a year.

send us an email at rclc@rclc.org with 
the email address you prefer and the 
names attached to that email.  If your 
mailing address and phone have changed, 
please send that along as well.

Art In the Redwoods Award - August 2018 

at each year’s art In the Redwoods festival, RCLC presents the 
RCLC environmental award for the entry that best captures the 
beauty and spirit of our local natural environment. this year’s 
RCLC environmental award was presented to well-known local 
photographer Paul Brewer for his work Dusk at Gualala Point 
Park, a striking sunset shot of the sakha serge Poles installed in 
the park in 2014.  the poles overlook the Gualala River estuary 
that RCLC is working to protect.

Dusk at Gualala Point Park  by Paul Brewer


